


Expedio offers the leading end-to-end data
management solution. A scalable solution
designed to evolve with your business.
Expedio’s stringent data management
processes are all POWERED BY OCRIS,
a suite of software designed specifically
for the resources industry by highly
experienced geologists and
skilled computer scientists.
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Data Management
The driving force behind any 
data management system is that 
it delivers ALWAYS ACCURATE 
DATA. Our solutions ensure all 
stakeholders have reliable data and 
advanced reports at their fingertips 
allowing them to focus on the 
project development.

Advanced Database 
Administration 
Expedio’s experts can assist with 
all legacy data management 
systems and advanced tasks such 
as database audits, optimization, 
query development, scheduling and 
security controls. 

Data Migration
When you’ve experienced the 
benefits of Expedio’s data 
management solutions you’ll  
want to migrate all of your legacy 
data across.

Our Delivery
A well designed data solution 
ensures maximum efficiency with 
minimum frustration driving down 
costs and increasing productivity.
Expedio will design and deliver 
efficient, fully scalable software 
solutions to ensure consistent, rapid 
and always accurate data.

The Problem
– Non-compliant data
– Complicated data entry
– Data fragmented
– Remote project areas
– High staff turn-over 

compromising chain of 
knowledge

– Geologists and consultants 
spending too much time 
fixing data

Our Services
Data Capture
At Expedio we believe  
it is the combination of a  
clean data process and  
a well-designed data capture 
solution that delivers  
ALWAYS ACCURATE DATA. 
Our data capture solutions are 
flexible, reliable and can be 
used for all types of field work.



Solution Design
By matching the data process flow with the practical workflow 
requirements, a well-designed data management solution 
ensures maximum efficiency with minimum frustration, reducing 
timeframes, driving down costs and increasing productivity.
Expedio deliver scalable solutions to support all stages of project 
development and company growth, from a single site right 
through to large corporate solutions comprising multiple global 
databases with centralized reporting and controls.

Solution Phases
Phase 1 - Discovery
Discovery of current data collection, 
storage and management systems

Phase 2 - Data Capture– 
Configure OCRIS Mobile field 
logging solution
– Create task specific loggers for 

drilling, surface geochemistry 
sampling etc.

– Include company codes, industry 
standard validation rules and 
any custom rules and formulas

– Implement on site and train field 
users

Phase 3 - Data Management
– Configure OCRIS Data Model to 

required specifications e.g. Core, 
Percussion, Surface Geochem, 
Hydrogeology, Geotechnical,  
POW / Heritage, Environmental

– Compile metadata – Grids,  
Assay, Geophysics

– Enable full audit solution
– Schedule and configure OCRIS 

Toolbox objects to interact with 
the database – Imports, Exports, 
Validation, Data Browsers

– Suite of standard reports
– Customise including company 

branding
– Build custom reports not 

included in the standard suite

Phase 4  
- Implementation & Training
– Implement new database system 

at client site
– Expedio can migrate all your 

data regardless of the format 
and this process is managed in 
blocks of time that suits your 
business  
time-frame and budget.

– Training: OCRIS Mobile – data 
entry, OCRIS Toolbox – data 
importing, assay management, 
data browsing, data reporting  
and exporting.

Expedio fully configure and test 
the solution including a suite 
of advanced reports allowing   
stakeholders to begin using their 
data with confidence.  There are no 
hidden costs  for excessive  training 
or consulting services to get a 
fully functioning solution - this is 
delivered to our clients ‘out of the 
box’ from day one.

Testimonials
Expedio staff provided excellent 
advice and assistance when we 
made the decision to integrate 
several historical datasets, through 
the design and implementation 
of a data model that preserved 
the security of the original 
data, to the point where our 
database is largely self-sufficient 
and self-reliant. Expedio have 
the experience on-board to 
understand our needs, as well as 
the ability to provide varying levels 
of data management, software, 
hardware and compliance 
advice. Training for staff using 
OCRIS Mobile has been simple 
and effective, as is the product, 
and ongoing support and 
communication has been faultless. 
I have been unsuccessful, so far, 
in creating a pickle Phil, Lara and 
Jude can’t fix. I’ll keep trying.

Kell Barnes Database Administrator 
– Northern Star

Upgrading to the OCRIS Toolbox 
Data Manager has resulted in 
cost savings, time efficiencies 
and has improved the quality of 
our data with built in customised 
validation rules. With 6 rigs 
currently operating, it has been 
easy to import drilling data and 
assay results, complete all quality 
control checks, and export data as 
required. The software allows for 
a Geologist to operate the system 
easily without the need for a full 
time database administrator but 
still maintains the ability to have 
all data kept within an auditable 
SQL-based database. API has been 
working with Expedio for over 10 
years with all requests promptly 
addressed by their friendly team.

Michael Wall Senior Geologist - API



PROCESS
Our solution is process driven 
and provides ALWAYS ACCURATE 
DATA because of repeatability 
and reliability in all areas 
of exploration & geological 
data management including 
configuration, management, 
support, and delivery.
Expedio’s logical methodology 
and stringent data management 
processes are all POWERED 
BY OCRIS, the leading data 
management software.
The rigorous principles behind the 
methodology means you get the 
world’s best data management 
practises, that ensures you get 
clean and accurate data each and 
every time in real-time.

Compliance
The industry now recognises the 
importance of data veracity and 
has evolved a series of reporting 
standards. It is not sufficient to 
merely ‘fill the boxes’ at the time 
of reporting with the retained 
datasets lacking reporting criteria.
The OCRIS data model and audit 
system is a key feature that meets 
or exceeds all exploration and 
mining database management 
reporting standards.
Accuracy of data is measured by 
a range of parameters including; 
company business rules, database 
integrity rules, data veracity rules 
and time. It is by adhering strictly 
to these rules an organisation 
can be assured of having Always 
Accurate Data and complying 
to internationally recognised 
exploration reporting standards 
turning data into a company’s 
most valuable asset.
The OCRIS Data model has a 
complete audit of all changes 
made to the data including 
deletions, providing a 
demonstrable geological database 
audit trail. Resource industry 
reporting standards in Australia 
(JORC), Canada (NI) and many 
developing countries are becoming 
more stringent.

Compliant data gives managers, 
financiers and brokers confidence 
making it easier to move from 
exploration to production, 
expenditure to revenue. Data 
management practises should be 
adhering to the guidelines as laid 
out by the ‘JORC 2012 Checklist of
Assessment and Reporting 
Criteria’ to ensure all relevant 
information is collected and 
stored. A compliant data audit 
verifies the datasets include 
the recommended metadata as 
outlined in the checklist. 

Trustworthy



Data Capture 
Made Simple
Modules for drilling, surface geochemistry, linear sampling, water management,  
mine production volumes, heritage and environmental surveys
– Low cost with rapid implementation
– Short learning curve and minimal training needed
– Grouped worksheet defaults to speed up data logging
– On the fly data validation ensures accurate data at the point of capture
– Custom validation rules to company standards
– Cloud based administration and updates
– Compatible with all database management systems
– Option to bundle with rugged hardware - hire or buy
– Expert and friendly support

OCRIS Mobile
  ANYWHERE DATA LOGGING



OCRIS  
Toolbox

DIGITAL DATA MANAGER
OCRIS Toolbox is a feature packed  

collection of tools to build and drive  
robust geological data management  

solutions. Presented in an easy to understand 
interface the Toolbox contains everything  

you need to deliver ALWAYS ACCURATE DATA  
in an efficient and timely manner.

Standard data Model
– Standard data model in SQL 

Server 2012 and above
– Version controlled model 

updates

Database Configuration Engine
– Wizard driven configuration for 

project customisation
– All configuration is version 

controlled
– Remote support is via a simple 

upgrade package
– All user objects are in XML 

(Domains, Rules, Imports, 
Exports, Dataviews)

Standardised Interface
Standardised interface between 
OCRIS Mobile and the database 
browsers.
– Flexible data browsing options
– Data entry screens

Full featured Results 
Management
– Wizards driven lab metadata 

compilation
– Wizards driven Sample Despatch
– Multi Lab file validation and 

loading
– Inline interactive QC charting
– Ability to quarantine bad lab files
– Ability to composite samples
– Ability to re-despatch samples 

for QC work
– Handles any commodity
– geophysical LAS data 

management

Full Feature LAS data  
management system
– Wizards driven Curve mapping
– Multi file validation and loading
– Ability to composite curves
– Interactive Visual display of  

curve data

Point and Shoot Field Data  
file loading
– Wizards driven data validation  

and loading
– Interface for error display and 

rectification with Reload options
– Capture of metadata from Field 

Data files and KPI’s of load 
session

Full database audit and 
distribution
– Ensures Reporting standards 

compliance
– Facilitates incremental  

database replication

Polygon Management
– Multiple version management



Get in touch
Friendly, expert support

The Office
Address: 1 / 448 Roberts Road,  
Subiaco, WA 6008 
Postal: PO Box 507, Subiaco WA 6904

Contact
info@expedio.com.au 
accounts@expedio.com.au 
Phone: +61 8 9381 6132 
Support Line: 1300 496 006




